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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The investments in historic redevelopment resulting from the Ohio Historic
Preservation Tax Credit (OHPTC) Program are estimated to generate nearly $10
billion in economic impacts in the state of Ohio over the 2007 - 2025 time period. The
construction and operation of the 111 OHPTC redevelopment projects also creates an
estimated annual average of 6,976 jobs over the nineteen-year period. Those jobs will
earn over $5.41 billion in wages and expand Ohio’s gross state product by $7.04
billion. The wages will generate $427.1 million in state and local revenues (see Table 1
for the specific economic activities, including both construction and operating related
activities).
Table 1

Estimate of Total Economic Activity
2007 – 2025
Employment

Average of 6,976
Jobs Annually

Gross State Product ($2010)

$7,040,073,719

Wages by Place of Work

$5,416,357,223

Local Wage Tax (@2%)

$108,327,145

State Income Tax (2.88% ATR)

$162,655,741

CAT: Self Supply

$9,732,247

CAT: Imports

$3,026,486

Sales: B2B

$44,852,307

Sales: Consumer

$98,467,087

Total State Revenue Estimates

$318,733,869

Total Public Revenue Estimates

$427,061,014

Output ($2010)

$9,998,696,365

The $318.7 million in state revenues generated by both construction and
operating activities will effectively pay back the state’s total investment of $246,393,097
million in tax credits by 2022: the actual payback occurs between 2021 and 2022. The
resulting activity from the construction and operations of the 111 redeveloped buildings
Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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will also generate $108.3 million in local revenues.
The accrual of impacts of the redeveloped properties occurs initially through
construction period (2007 through 2013) through investment in labor and materials. The
accrual of impacts and benefits continues as redeveloped properties are completed and
are occupied (2010 and continuing indefinitely) as space is leased for residential,
commercial, retail, and institutional purposes. While there is a temporary overlap
between the construction phase and the operations phase, from 2010 through 2013
where construction and operating impacts and operating benefits accrue simultaneously,
the operations benefits accrue independently from 2014 through the end of the analysis.
The state’s investment in the Historic Preservation Tax Credit program is
producing a multitude of benefits across the state of Ohio, including the preservation of
local historic buildings, helping to create a sustainable approach to local development,
local employment opportunities in construction and building operations, and growth in
revenues for both state and local government. The OHPTC Program also pushed
historic buildings to their best and highest use, with 82% of the buildings being vacant
prior to redevelopment.
For every $1 of OHPTC Program investment, the 111 redevelopment projects will
generate $40.58 in total construction and operating impact to the Ohio economy.
Construction Impacts
The OHPTC aided redevelopment projects will require $1,411,551, 249 in total
financing for the construction of the 111 historic buildings in Ohio. The OHPTC
Program investments will leverage over $1.162 billion in private and federal revenue
for the construction of 111 historic preservation redevelopment projects throughout the
state of Ohio. Over the 2007-2013 time period, the construction of the OHPTC-aided
redevelopment projects will produce over $2.031 billion in economic benefits for Ohio
and expand the gross state product of Ohio by $1.229 billion, while creating an
estimated annual average of 2,942 jobs. The construction jobs created will earn
nearly $800 million in wages over the seven-year period. The wages will generate
$80.5 million in state and local revenues (see Table 2 for the specific economic
impacts), including $64.5 million for the state treasury.
Every $1 in OHPTC investment in the redevelopment of the 111 historic buildings
will leverage $8.24 in construction spending from 2007–2013. In addition, nearly 83
construction jobs were created per $1 million awarded in Ohio Historic Preservation Tax
Credits.

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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Table 2

Construction Impacts
2007 – 2013
Employment
Gross State Product ($2010)
Wages by Place of Work

Avg. of 2,942 Jobs/Yr.
$1,228,812,948
$799,697,875

Local Wage Tax (@2%)

$15,993,958

State Income Tax (2.88% ATR)

$24,015,301

CAT: Self Supply
CAT: Imports

$1,965,180
$502,222

Sales: B2B

$24,524,649

Sales: Consumer

$13,747,489

Total State Revenue Estimates

$64,484,842

Total Public Revenue Estimates

$80,478,800

Output ($2010)

$2,031,933,519

While the pay out of the OHPTC Program tax credits occurs only after the
developer completes the redevelopment project, the State of Ohio recovered $0.31 of
every dollar invested prior to the disbursement of any tax credits funds.
Operating Benefits
The accrual of construction related economic benefits from redevelopment
conclude upon completion of the project, while operating revenues and benefits
continue to flow into the future and expand as newly completed buildings come online.
Over the 2010 - 2025 time period, the operations of completed redevelopment
projects will produce nearly $8 billion in benefits for Ohio and expand the gross state
product of Ohio by $5.75 billion, while creating an estimated annual
Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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average of 4,502 jobs. The jobs created in building operations will earn $4.6 billion in
wages over the 16-year period. The wages will generate $346.58 million in state and
local revenues (see Table 3 for the specific operating related activities), including
$254.25 million for the state treasury.
Table 3

Operating Related Activities
2009 – 2025
Employment

4,502 Avg.Jobs/Yr.

Gross State Product ($2010)

$5,751,260,771

Wages by Place of Work

$4,616,659,348

Local Wage Tax (@2%)
State Income Tax (2.88% ATR)

$92,333,187
$138,604,440

CAT: Self Supply

$8,037,067

CAT: Imports

$2,524,264

Sales: B2B

$20,327,658

Sales: Consumer

$84,719,598

Total State Revenue Estimates

$254,249,027

Total Public Revenue Estimates

$346,582,214

Output ($2010)

$7,966,766,846

Every $1 in OHPTC investment in the redevelopment of the 111 historic buildings
will leverage $32.33 in operating benefits from 2010–2025. In addition, over 298.8 jobs
in operations were created per $1 million awarded in Ohio Historic Preservation Tax
Credits.

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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INTRODUCTION
The Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center of the Maxine Goodman Levin
College of Urban Affairs of Cleveland State University in partnership with TeamNEO, the
northeast Ohio regional economic development organization, was engaged by Heritage
Ohio, the statewide historic preservation advocacy organization, to define the economic
impact of the initial four funding cycles of the Ohio Historic Preservation Tax Credit
Program (OHPTC) on the state of Ohio. The GLEFC/TeamNEO project team (the
Project Team) employed the Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI) model to identify
the direct, indirect, and induced impacts of the OHPTC program on the state economy.
The Ohio Historic Preservation Tax Credit Program was enacted by the Ohio
General Assembly in December 2006 and is administered by the Ohio Department of
Development’s Urban Development Division, in partnership with the Ohio Historic
Preservation Office and the Ohio Department of Taxation. The program provides a tax
credit for the rehabilitation expenses of owners of historically significant buildings. A
building is eligible if it is individually listed on the National Register of Historic Places, is
located in a registered historic district, is certified by Ohio's Preservation Officer as being
of historic significance to the district, or is listed as a historic landmark by a certified local
government. The tax credit subsidizes 25% of qualified rehabilitation expenditures for
historic rehabilitation projects. The expenditures represent hard construction costs
generally consisting of improvements made to the building structure and interior. The
program was structured to allow projects to also leverage the 20% Federal Historic Tax
Credit.
The OHPTC program has completed four rounds of awards and currently is
accepting applications for subsequent rounds. The total cost of construction of the 111
OHPTC aided redeveloped buildings was $1,411,551,249, with $ 951.9 million in private
funding, $246.4 million in OHPTC tax credits, and $ 210.4 million in federal historic
preservation tax credits. Over the first four rounds, $246.4 million in tax credits were
approved for 111 projects in 25 different cities. The program is projected to leverage
$1.162 billion in private redevelopment funding and federal tax credits. The State’s
investment has also leveraged federal tax credits amounting to $.85 for each $1.00 in
OHPTC.

Research Methodology
The analysis contained in this report has four components:

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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1.

An economic impact analysis utilizing OHPTC data and information and the
Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI) model to analyze the direct, indirect,
and induced impacts of the redevelopment projects financed, in part, by the
Ohio Historic Preservation Tax Credit Program;

2.

A REMI review of the estimated direct, indirect, and induced economic
benefits resulting from the operation of the 111 redeveloped historic buildings;

3.

Profiles of the operation of six completed OHPTC-aided projects; and

4. The perception of participants in six regional focus groups conducted to define
impacts of the performance of the OHPTC Program across the state. Each of
the components will be represented in the impact section of the report.
Note: For the purposes of the report, economic impact is the net of the direct, indirect,
and induced impacts resulting from the construction and operation of the 111
redeveloped buildings. Economic activity is used to describe the gross outcomes of the
operations (the All Economic Activity column on the six operating profiles) before netting
out the factor for vacancy and substitution effect.
Economic Impact of Construction
The project team utilized the Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI) model in
conducting the economic impact analysis of the Ohio Historic Preservation Tax Credit
Program. The impact analysis was conducted with a statewide scope, considering the
111- awarded projects across the geography of the state (see Appendix A: Map of
Project Regions and Distribution of OHPTC Funded Projects). The inventory of OHPTCawarded projects was grouped into the six regions of analysis: Northwest Ohio,
Northeast Ohio, Central Ohio, Southeast Ohio, Southwest Ohio, and West Central Ohio
(see the full Project Methodology section on Page 27 for a broader explanation). The
regional approach was designed to utilize the regional analysis properties of the REMI
model, providing greater information on the distribution of projects and spending.
Operating Benefits
The project team utilized the REMI model in conducting the analysis of the
prospective benefits from the operation of the 111 completed redeveloped historic
properties. Like the construction impacts, the operating benefits analysis was conducted
with a statewide scope, considering the 111 awarded projects across the geography of
the state. The analysis of the operation of the buildings is based on the end use of the
buildings and the amount of space (square footage) applied to each end-use function
Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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(e.g. residential, retail, commercial, Institutional).
The project team utilized retail operating data (on both space utilization/square
foot and revenues generated/square foot) from the Urban Land Institute’s Dollars and
Cents of Shopping Centers/The Score, 2006 to project the retail space end uses and
revenues. We also utilized median household income data at the county level for the
projections of residential inhabitants. Hotel end-use price was defined through a scan of
the Hotels.com website and the Hotel Price Index for each specific location. The
resultant values for the 111 buildings were processed through REMI.
The project team used conservative estimates in the analysis of operating
impacts, including occupancy rates and substitution effect (e.g. the net impact of new
residential units entering a market and inhabitants move from one local building to the
new building producing no net impact) for each particular building end use. The analysis
utilized discounted estimates of occupancy and substitution effect to more clearly
demonstrate the actual operation of these type of end uses in Ohio. The estimates
include 90 percent occupancy for residential with 50 percent substitution; 80 percent
occupancy for commercial buildings with 20 percent substitution; 66 percent occupancy
for hotels with 75 percent substitution; and 75 percent occupancy for retail with 85
percent substitution.
Profiles of Building Operations
The project staff developed profiles of the operating costs of a selected group of
redeveloped buildings that utilized the Ohio Historic Preservation Tax Credits. Six
buildings with end-use categories that are representative of the entire sample of 111
OHPTC-awarded buildings were profiled to determine the operating benefits of the
OHPTC. The project staff loaded the building data into REMI to identify the benefits to
the state and local areas resulting from the redevelopment.
Focus Groups
The project staff conducted focus groups in six regional locations (see the map of
project regions in Appendix A) to identify impacts in OHPTC project locations that may
not (yet) be definable in an economic abstract (e.g., impacts on property tax that may not
have been through a six-year real property reassessment process).
Focus group participants included historic preservation advocates, architects and
planners, real estate development, and economic and community development
professionals from each of the six regions participated in the focus groups. The focus
groups attracted 33 participants at the six locations: Columbus 6, Cleveland 11,
Cambridge 3, Piqua 7, Toledo 3, Cincinnati 3.
Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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The 90-minute focus group sessions utilized a six-question protocol (see
Appendix B for the focus group protocol) designed to elicit responses from the
participants that would help to define the secondary impacts of the OHPTC Program
within their region.
For a more detailed explanation of the project methodology, please refer to the
Project Methodology section of the report on Page 27.

Structure of the Report
The OHPTC Impact Report is divided into six principal sections that provide a
summary of the outcomes, the study objectives, a review of the direct, indirect, and
induced impacts and benefits, profiles of completed historic preservation tax credit-aided
projects, study methodology, and report appendices.
The appendices are in three sections: A. Map of Project Regions and Distribution
of OHPTC Awarded Projects; B. Focus Group Questionnaire; and C. Schedule and
Location of Focus Groups.

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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ECONOMIC IMPACTS AND BENEFITS OF THE OHPTC
PROGRAM
Introduction
The economic impact analysis has utilized program data from the Ohio
Department of Development Urban Division (ODOD), which administers the Ohio
Historic Preservation Tax Credit Program (OHPTC). ODOD provided data on the 111
Historic Preservation Tax Credits awarded through the four operating cycles of the
program and a build-out schedule for the properties. The portfolio of Ohio Historic
Preservation Tax Credits awarded is valued at $246,393,097. The data from ODOD
included:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Applicant property name, address and location
Program funding request year
Project status
Total estimated project cost
Total estimated tax credit
Project leverage
Scheduling of project expenditures
Staged and non-staged build-outs
End use

The preliminary impact summary offers estimates on the impact of the project
construction of the awarded properties on the Ohio economy. The awarded projects
have a variety of end uses that are principally commercial, residential, and retail in
practice, including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Residential apartments
Residential condominiums
Mixed Use: Residential apartments with offices and/or retail
Office with retail storefronts
Institutional residential
Hotels
Artist studios/theatre

Outputs Measured by REMI Analysis
The REMI Model produced outcomes that define the breadth of the economic
impact and the utility in producing specific impacts that result in economic growth, job
Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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creation and growth, and revenues accruing to state and local jurisdictions. The
following measures of outputs are those utilized throughout the OHPTC impact analysis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employment
Gross State Product (2010 $)
Wages by Place of Work
Local Wage Tax (@ 2%)
State Income Tax (2.88$ ATR)
CAT: Self-Supply
CAT: Imports
Sales: B2B (Business to Business)
Sales: Consumer
Total State Revenue Estimates
Total Public Revenue Estimates
Output (2010$): Economic Impact

Construction Impacts
The OHPTC Program produces a significant impact from the construction phase,
from 2007–2013; 111 historic buildings were awarded tax credits toward financing
redevelopment. The construction/redevelopment produces an economic impact of
$2.032 billion in Ohio. In addition, the construction impacts include the expansion of
Ohio’s gross state product by $1.229 billion, the creation of an annual average of 2,942
jobs with wages of $799.6 million, $64.4 million in total state revenues, and $15.99
million in local revenues.
The impacts of the construction spending are based in preliminary spending
schedules provided by the Ohio Department of Development in the document entitled
Ohio Historic Preservation Tax Credit Program: Round 1 – 4 Historic Tax Credit
Approved Applications, 2010.
The figures in Table 4 are an estimate of the construction expenditure schedule for
projects in the first four funding rounds of the OHPTC program. The figures detail the
planned expenditures of tax credits for OHPTC Rounds 1 through 4, with a five-year
spend out. That is, the cycle of construction spending will occur in year 1 through year 5.
Table 4: Schedule of Construction Spending Estimates and Annual Share
Year 1
Non Staged Construction Costs
Staged Construction Costs

Year 2

Year 3

10%

30%

60%

5%

5%

25%

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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25%

Year 5

15%
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Table 5 contains the estimates of the impact resulting from the construction of the
111 residential, mixed-use, and commercial buildings on the economy of Ohio. The
construction phase of the 111 buildings awarded in the four rounds of OHPTC, from
2007 through 2013, produces an economic impact of $2.031 billion, the creation of an
annual average of 2,942 jobs, expansion of the gross state product by $1.228 billion,
$64.4 million in total state revenues, $80.4 million in total public revenues, and $15.9
million in local income/payroll tax revenues.
Table 5: Economic Impact Estimates from Construction
2007 – 2013

Ohio Impacts

Employment
Gross State Product
Wages by Place of Work

2,942 Annual Average
$1,228,812,948
$ 799,697,875

Local Wage Tax (@2%)
State Income Tax (@ 3% ATR)
CAT: Self Supply
CAT: Imports
Sales: B2B
Sales: Consumer

$
$
$
$
$
$

15,993,958
24,015,301
1,965,180
502,222
24,524,649
13,747,489

Total State Revenue

$

64,484,842

Total Public Revenues

$

80478,800

Output

$2,031,929,519

Table 6 depicts the economic impacts of construction of the Ohio Historic
Preservation Tax Credit program (on the state of Ohio) from 2007 through 2015. The
impacts identified in Table 6 display growth of the construction period, peaking in 2010,
with continued performance through 2013 and then waning in subsequent years as the
schedule of the investment slows. The final two years of the analysis, 2014 and 2015,
show negative growth in many of the factors, including jobs and gross state product to
economic output. In this case, this results from a few factors, including the spend-out of
the four rounds of program funding, the use of only construction spending in the
preliminary analysis, not including any of the operating revenue resulting from the newlyopened buildings, and the design of the REMI model, which assumes increases in
productivity as the analysis moves throughout the study period. Additional funding
rounds and the inclusion of other revenue generation will smooth out the shock of the
final years.

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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Table 6: Economic Impacts of OHPTC Program Construction on Ohio 2007-2015

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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Operating Activities
The operations phase of the 111 OHPTC Program-aided redevelopment projects
produces economic impacts and benefits throughout the 16-year period, from 2010–
2025. The staggered start and completion of the buildings provides an overlap of the
construction and operating phases: 2007–2013 for construction and 2010–2025 for
building operations.
The projection of the operating impact represent a conservative estimate of the
utilization of each of the building end uses in the post-redevelopment period. The
estimates discount the end uses for both occupancy rates and the substitution effect.
Each provides a greater understanding of the actual net impact.
The end-use operations of the 111 redeveloped buildings produce benefits to the
state of Ohio estimated at $7.9 billion. In addition, the operating activity includes the
expansion of Ohio’s gross state product by $ 5.75 billion, the creation of an annual
average of 4,602 jobs with wages of $4.6 billion, $254.2 million in total state revenues,
and $92.3 million in local government revenues.
Table 7 contains the estimates of the economic activity resulting from the
operation of the 111 completed buildings on the economy of Ohio from 2010 through
2025.
Table 7: Combined Economic Activity Estimates from Operations: 2010 – 2025
Combined Ohio Impacts
Employment
Gross State Product
Wages by Place of Work

4,602.3 Annual Average
$ 5,751,260,771
$ 4,616,659,348

Local Wage Tax (@2%)
State Income Tax (@3% ATR)
CAT: Self Supply
CAT: Imports
Sales: B2B
Sales: Consumer

$
$
$
$
$
$

92,333,187
138,640,440
8,037,067
2,524,264
20,327,658
84,719,598

Total State Revenue

$

254,249,027

Total Public Revenues

$

346,582,214

Output

$ 7,966,766,846

The building operations phase of the project provided significant leverage of the
OHPTC Program investments. For every $1 in OHPTC investment, the redevelopment
Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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of the 111 historic buildings will leverage $32.33 in operating benefits from 2010–2025.
In addition, over 298 jobs in operations were created per $1 million awarded in Ohio
Historic Preservation Tax Credits.
Table 8 contains the estimates of activity and benefits resulting from the 2010 2025 operation of the 111 recipient buildings of the Ohio Historic Preservation Tax
Credits.
The benefits identified in Table 8 display steady growth in each of the indicator
categories, including jobs/employment, gross state/regional product, state
revenues, local revenues and output. Operations begin in 2009 and continue indefinitely.
As completed buildings come “online,” the operating benefits experience rapid
expansion.

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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Table 8: Economic Impacts of OHPTC Program Operations on Ohio 2010 – 2025
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Table 8: Continued: Economic Impacts of OHPTC Program Operations on Ohio 2010 – 2025
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Operating Profiles of Completed Buildings
The benefits from the operation of the portfolio of completed OHPTC-aided
redevelopment projects can make a significant contribution to the economy of a region
and state. Of the 111- redevelopment projects awarded Ohio Historic Preservation Tax
Credits, 35 were completed at the time of this analysis. The majority of the completed
projects has been operating for a limited period of time and, thus, has limited data and
information available.
To enable the analysis of the contribution of building operations, the project staff
profiled six OHPTC-aided redevelopment projects to identify the fiscal impact of the
operation of the completed buildings. Each of the redevelopment projects were in a
separate category of building “end uses,” allowing an analysis of the outcomes of the
various types of functions. The end uses in the development of profiles detail the
operating impact of a sample of the completed buildings. The end uses include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential
Residential, Mixed Use
Residential w/Retail
Residential w/Commercial
Commercial Office
Hotel
Theatre/Arts

Data was collected on the end use(s) and square footage (by end use) of the six
profiled buildings. The data was run through the REMI model to define the economic
benefits of the operation of the buildings. The six redeveloped buildings include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shawnee Hotel, Springfield, Ohio
William Taylor, Son & Co. Department Store (668 Euclid), Cleveland, Ohio
Parvis Lofts, Cincinnati, Ohio
Seneca Hotel, Columbus, Ohio
Fort Piqua Hotel, Piqua, Ohio
Capitol Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio

The following measures of outputs are those utilized throughout the OHPTC
operations impacts/benefits analysis:
•
•

(Post-Construction) Employment
Gross Regional Product

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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Wages by Place of Work
Local Wage Tax (@2%)
State Income Tax (@3% ATR)
CAT: Self Supply
CAT: Imports
Sales: B2B
Sales: Consumer
Total State Revenue Estimates
Total Public Revenue Estimates
Output (2010$)

Profiled Projects Operations
The PM project team profiled the 2013 operation of a select group of six OHPTCawarded buildings. The profiled buildings are representative of the variety of end uses
of the entire portfolio of OHPTC awarded projects. The profiles also provide some
insight to the benefits to the local area and the net impacts to the economy of the state
of Ohio.
Table 9

Operating Related Activities: 2013
Employment

969

Gross State Product ($2010)

$69,159,090

Wages by Place of Work

$37,780,764

Local Wage Tax (@2%)
State Income Tax (2.88% ATR)

$755,615
$1,134,574

CAT: Self Supply

$81,848

CAT: Imports

-$4,250

Sales: B2B

$342,781

Sales: Consumer

$1,077,614

Total State Revenue Estimates

$2,632,569

Total Public Revenue Estimates

$3,388,184

Output ($2010)

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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The six profiled buildings produce a post-construction operating benefit of nearly
$98.5 million and the creation of an annual average of 969 jobs. In addition, the
operation of the six buildings produces $3.388 million in total public revenues, including
$2.6 million in state revenues and $755,615 in local revenues.

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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Shawnee Hotel
The Shawnee Hotel in Springfield, Ohio was rehabilitated as a senior housing
development with 85 apartments with ground floor retail. In 2013, the Shawnee Hotel is
anticipated to produce over $5 million in local operating benefits to the Springfield area
will develop an annual average of 64 jobs, while the economic impacts are more modest.

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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William Taylor, Son & Co. Department Store (Residence at 668)
The William Taylor, Son & Co. Department Store in Cleveland, Ohio is a
residential mixed-use development called the Residences at 668. In 2013, the
Residences at 668 will produce operating benefits of nearly $67 million and 636 jobs.

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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Parvis Lofts
The Parvis Lofts in Cincinnati’s Over-the-Rhine neighborhood is a residential
mixed-use development with 32 apartments and 15,000 square feet of commercial and
retail space. In 2013, the Parvis Lofts will produce operating benefits of $1.8 million with
35 jobs.

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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Seneca Hotel (The Seneca)
The Seneca in Columbus, Ohio is a 76-room apartment building with an interest in
attracting student residents from several nearby colleges. In 2013 it is anticipated the
Seneca will produce operating benefits of over $3.486 million and 34 jobs.
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Fort Piqua Hotel (Fort Piqua Plaza)
The Fort Piqua Plaza in Piqua, Ohio is a mixed-use commercial building housing
the community library, banquet, and conference center, and ground floor retail. In 2013,
the Fort Piqua Plaza will produce operating benefits of over $20 million with 180 jobs.

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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Capitol Theatre
The Capitol Theatre in Cleveland, Ohio is a historic theater originally built in 1921
and redeveloped in 2009 as a modern, three-screen movie house for independent and
specialty films. In 2013, the Capitol Theatre will produce local operating benefits of over
$1 million and 20 jobs.

Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center
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Focus Groups: Perceived Impact of the OHPTC Program
Across Ohio’s Regions
The Great Lakes Environmental Finance Center and Heritage Ohio convened a
series of focus groups across the state of Ohio to assist in defining the impact of the
Ohio Historic Preservation Tax Credit Program (OHPTC). Specifically, we sought to
identify perceptions of how OHPTC-aided projects impacted areas within their region
(see Appendix A for the map of the study regions). Traditional methods of measuring tax
base expansion (e.g., change in a jurisdiction’s assessed valuation) were less useful due
to the six-year real property assessment cycles. This is often complicated by the
recession and the housing market crisis, often resulting in the decline of property values.
The focus groups were designed to elicit responses from the participants on the
outcomes and impact of the OHPTC-aided redevelopment projects in their cities and
regions (some of the cities and regions had multiple projects). The 33 focus group
participants included architects, developers, community and economic development
professionals, preservation advocates, and local government officials.
Several themes emerged from the six regional focus groups. Many of the themes
were mentioned in one or more focus groups. There were commonalities among
metropolitan-based focus groups and among rural focus groups. A few universal
themes, those across all six focus group sessions, emerged as well. In addition, several
subthemes, those that were mentioned in one or two focus groups sessions, emerged
and were defined as important or very important to the individual region.
In each of the six focus groups, participants had praise for the OHPTC Program
as well as suggestions as to how it could work better for their particular setting -- urban,
suburban, rural, big city, and small city. Much attention was placed upon stimulating
redevelopment activity in Ohio cities during the longest recession in U.S. history.

Little redevelopment would have occurred without the OHPTC
The theme that was mentioned in each of the regional focus group panels was
that little (re)development would have occurred without the OHPTC Program and that
projects within the regions would not have been feasible without the program. At the
height of the 2008–2010 recession, private financing left gaps in the efforts to redevelop
these historic buildings. Focus group participants stated that the state program was the
“gap” filler, and that “You can’t renovate in Ohio without these credits.” The program
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was also described as attracting out-of-state developers and larger development
companies. Participants noted that one great advantage of the OHPTC is that it can
leverage other funding. According to participants, developers who used the Ohio tax
credits did find them useful. Without tax credits, the participants stated that 80 percent
of the projects would not have been completed. One participant stated that, “Tax credits
don’t make a non-feasible deal work, they make an ok deal good and a good deal great.”

OHPTC-aided redevelopment projects have a catalytic effect on
neighborhoods
Focus group participants indicated that the OHPTC-aided projects are having a
catalytic impact on the neighborhoods adjoining the redevelopment projects, in
Cleveland and Cincinnati; in some areas even before the redevelopment project is
completed. Participants noted that it’s visually evident on Euclid Avenue in Cleveland
and in the Over the Rhine neighborhood in Cincinnati that this was occurring, and that
preservation projects are having a “snowball” effect on communities. One participant
said that, “If you can get a few historic rehabilitation projects going then you will see the
amount of redevelopment take off.”
Region specific themes emerged, such as the OHPTC has initiated a significant
level of development in Cleveland and in Cincinnati. The focus group participants stated
that the OHPTC is immensely important, has had a huge impact in Cincinnati, and has
jump-started development in Cleveland and Akron. In more rural areas, participants said
that projects could not have worked without the OHPTC, that the tax credit helped
remove blight, and that there has been a catalytic effect with local businesses located
near the redevelopment.
Participants in Piqua sighted the evidence of modest (catalytic) improvements on
the streets adjacent to the Fort Piqua Hotel, with investment in upgrading the condition
of commercial buildings.

Small city benefits
Participants mentioned that, in small cities, the OHPTC worked better than the
federal historic preservation tax credit program for small projects. Smaller projects need
assistance in the tax syndication process to maximize the value of the credits. When the
redevelopment projects are completed, the participants noted that they have a major
impact, and that in small towns the OHPTC redevelopment projects could have a huge
impact. The participants indicated that the refundable credit has an advantage for
smaller projects, especially in smaller cities. The citizens of Piqua would have been
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devastated if the building (Fort Piqua Hotel) would have been demolished, noted one
participant. In Lima, another participant stated that the project was a catalyst and that
without this project there would be little activity downtown. Participants stated that in
smaller towns, it only takes a few small projects to start a catalytic change.
The OHPTC Program has increased the demand for downtown housing and has
helped to save unique architecture. The focus group participants said that the historic
program is the “greenest” way to go. Some participants noted that people are moving
back to the downtown due to historic preservation redevelopment, and that “There is a
real shift in demand.” The OHPTC Program was described as one with “front-end”
commitment and “back-end” efficiency. Participants indicated that the program would
help in luring the “creative class” back to the central cities.
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PROJECT METHODOLOGY
The GLEFC/TeamNEO project team conducted the project in three phases: (1)
the economic impact analysis utilizing the Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI) model
to estimate the direct, indirect, and induced economic impacts resulting from the
construction of the OHPTC-awarded redevelopment projects; (2) an analysis of the
operating impact of six OHPTC-aided and completed redevelopment projects; and (3)
the perception of the OHPTC Program as defined by participants in six regional focus
groups convened of developers, architects, planners, government officials, and historic
preservation advocates.
Each of the three components of the impact analysis provides insight into the
Ohio Historic Preservation Tax Credit Program, from state- and developer-provided
empirical data to perceptions of observers of the OHPTC Program.

Economic Impact Analysis
The GLEFC/TeamNEO project team uses a model developed by Regional
Economic Models, Inc. (REMI), Policy Insight, to estimate economic impacts. The
particular REMI model utilized in the OHPTC project is custom designed and tailored to
the state and its regions based on TeamNEO specifications. The REMI model is the
preeminent model of its type and is widely recognized to be at the forefront of modeling
with clients not only in North America but also in the European Union.
REMI is a dynamic model that creates estimates using equations rather than a
simple input/output (I/O) table. This allows a sensitivity in the analysis for both timing and
scale/scope issues that are not found in other models. TeamNEO has more than 10
years of applied modeling experience with REMI (and other impact models). Features
that are unique to REMI include:
•

It is calibrated to local conditions using a relatively large amount of local data,
which is likely to improve its performance, especially under conditions of
structural economic change.

•

It has an exceptionally strong theoretical foundation.

•

It actually combines several different kinds of analytical tools (including
economic-base, input-output, and econometric models), allowing it to take
advantage of each specific method's strengths and compensate for its
weaknesses.
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•

It allows users to manipulate an unusually large number of input variables and
gives forecasts for an unusually large number of output variables.

•

It allows the user to generate forecasts for any combination of future years,
allowing the user special flexibility in analyzing the timing of economic impacts.

•

It accounts for business cycles.

•

It has been used by a large number of users under diverse conditions and has
proven to perform acceptably.

Source: REMI.com
For additional information on REMI, please see their website at www.remi.com.

Data Sources
The principal body of data and information on the OHPTC Program was supplied
by the Ohio Department of Development Urban Division (ODOD), which manages the
tax credit program. ODOD provided detailed information on the OHPTC Program tax
credits granted by project, funding round, address of redevelopment project, total project
spending and sources, funding leverage, timing of spending, redevelopment end uses,
and jobs created during the construction period.
The GLEFC profiled the post construction operating revenues of seven completed
redevelopment projects that are representative of the project end uses of the sample of
completed projects. The end uses include:
•
•
•
•
•

Residential
Residential and Mixed Use:
o With commercial
o With retail and commercial (including not-for-profit organizations)
Commercial Office
Theater
Hotel

In addition, the GLEFC conducted six focus groups across the state of Ohio to
identify perceptions of economic impacts resulting from the OHPTC incentives granted to
projects in each of the state’s six regions (see Appendix A). The six focus groups drew
33 participants composed of developers, historic preservation advocates, Main Street
program staff, and community and economic development professionals to discuss
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issues such as the importance of the OHPTC in initiating new development, the catalytic
effect of the tax credit redevelopment projects in each area, and what might have
happened in the absence of the OHPTC Program investments.

Measuring Economic Impacts
The following section defines the variables cited earlier in the study that are used
to estimate “impacts.” Depending on the user, different impact measures will be found to
be useful. Most economic impact studies and consumers of these studies focus on five
main elements of impacts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Job creation
Change in gross regional product (GRP)
Changes to income
Output
Tax impacts

In this impact study, the number of jobs to be created by the investments is
estimated. It is important to note that these jobs are simply “jobs” as they are counted by
the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) and are not necessarily full- or part-time
positions. These jobs are likely distributed across a number of industries and so, in any
given industry, a “job” may represent a summation of positions across a number of
industries in which each industry has less than one complete position. In this example,
the impact study may report one “job,” but the spending patterns in the study may
actually generate positions in three industries. However, each industry may require only
one-third of a person. In this case, the three industries that employ one-third of a person
each to meet demand would sum to one “job” in REMI.
Employment is comprised of three elements:
•
•
•

Direct: The employment created by the actual investment, growth or change.
Indirect: Employment created by the need of the new firm to purchase goods
and services, essentially the local supply chain.
Induced: The household that supplies good and services to the workers in the
prior two categories. Examples of these include education, dry cleaners,
accountants, gas stations, lawyers, and grocers.

Gross Regional Product (GRP) is an economic measure of the additional value
that labor contributes to the final product or service. This measure is more useful in
looking at events that change the economic curve of a region than total sales. GRP does
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not include the value of “intermediate goods” or inputs into estimating the economic
impact. As an example, if a $25,000 auto is produced in a region, it may be comprised of
$15,000 in parts (intermediate goods) and $10,000 in labor to assemble the parts into a
complete car, then the $10,000 in GRP is the amount the region uses to measure its
input into the vehicle. If output (or sales) were used, the same $25,000 auto may only
generate $500 to the seller. In the former example, the GRP for the region from making
the auto would be $10,000, while the GRP from selling the auto in the region would be
only $500. Clearly, the GRP from making the auto is greater, and is more likely to
change the wealth curve of the region. If output were used, both would have the same
value and appear (incorrectly) to have similar economic impacts.
We also measure the impact of the event on the regional pool of income. This can
be measured as the impact to total income from both residents and commuters
generated from the event. The income statistic is likely to be over estimated as it
includes wages by place of residence as well as by place of work. In Ohio, wages taxes
may be collected by place of residence and place of work, although most communities
offer a credit to residents for taxes paid at the municipal-based place of work. This study
does not attempt to estimate or control for these credits, but merely combines total
earnings for residents and commuters. For purposes in this study and ease of use, two
percent is used as the rate for all local taxes. Across the state, the average wage rate is
slightly below $40,000, which creates an average tax rate (ATR) of about 2.88 percent.
The average is used to create efficiencies in estimating potential state income tax
impacts. It is acknowledged that some workers (such as those in the construction and
professional services industries) will earn more than the average annual salary and so
pay a higher ATR, while others impacted by the projects will earn less than the average
salary (such as service workers) and so pay a lower ATR.
Using the REMI methodology from the Ohio Department of Development study,
Team NEO took output (or sales) by industry, discounted it by the exempted amount of
sales, and then multiplied the residual by the full commercial activity tax (CAT) rate of
.0026 effective in 2010. The second application of the CAT tax is based in the imports of
goods and services from the rest of the United States. These imports are also taxable
under the CAT tax.
REMI, in its study, also offers a methodology to estimate sales taxes for both
business-to-business (B2B) transactions and from consumer transactions. For B2B
transactions, REMI identified1 sales tax exempt buying and selling industries. These
industries are excluded from total B2B output (sales), with the residual or taxable amount

1

REMI study, 2005, pp 75-76.
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of output taxed at the current state sales tax rate of .055.2
REMI also provides a way to estimate consumption from consumers, and so
estimates sales tax from households. The REMI model estimates output impacts from 13
areas of consumption.3 In its 2005 study, REMI identifies the “percent taxable” (77)
of each consumption category. To estimate taxable sales, taxable share by output is
multiplied by consumption. Taxable sales are then multiplied by .055 to estimate state
revenues from the personal consumption-based sales tax. Neither of the estimates to
calculate sales taxes includes any local rate for collections.
Finally, output is estimated for the study region. This measure is essentially the
same as sales in the study region and includes both the value of GRP and the value of
intermediate goods—the goods or materials needed to make the product or service. It is
useful as a measure of economic activity, and some of the output is responsible for
driving sales taxes at both the state and county level.

Operating Benefits
As is the case with the economic impact of construction component of the project,
the GLEFC/TeamNEO project team uses a model developed by Regional Economic
Models, Inc. (REMI), Policy Insight, to estimate benefits generated by the operation of
the 111 buildings. The particular REMI model utilized in the OHPTC project is custom
designed and tailored to the state and its regions based on TeamNEO specifications.
REMI is a dynamic model that creates estimates using equations rather than a
simple input/output (I/O) table. This allows a sensitivity in the analysis for both timing and
scale/scope issues that are not found in other models. The principal investigator for this
study has more than 10 years of applied modeling experience with REMI (and other
impact models).
Like the construction impacts, the operating benefits analysis is conducted with a
statewide scope, considering the 111 awarded projects across the geography of the
state. The analysis of the operation of the buildings is based on the year the building
opened, the end use of the buildings, the utilization of space within each building
(breakdown of uses within a multi-use building), the amount of space (square footage)
2

This was done using the national input-output table to estimate taxable share of industry output. The share
of applicable industry output was multiplied by dollar output for those industries. A rate of 5.5 percent was
then applied to share of output to estimate total B2B sales tax.
3
These include vehicles & parts, computers & furniture, other durables, food & beverages, clothing & shoes,
gasoline and oil, fuel oil & coal, other non-durables, housing, household operation, transportation, medical
care, and other services.
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applied to each end-use function (e.g. residential, retail, commercial, institutional), the
cost or value of that space, occupancy of buildings, and incomes of the residents of
residential units.
The project team utilized retail operating data (on both space utilization/square
foot and revenues generated/square foot) from the Urban Land Institute 2006
publication Dollars and Sense to project the retail space end uses and revenues. We
also utilized median household income data at the county level for the projections of
residential inhabitants. Hotel end-use price was defined through a scan of the Hotel
Price Index and the Hotels.com website for each specific location. The resultant values
for the 111 buildings were run through REMI.
The project team utilized a redevelopment project completion schedule (see Table
10) provided by the Ohio Department of Development Urban Division. This defined when
the proportional share of the inventory of buildings would come online. The various
factors were processed through the REMI model to define the operating benefits of the
inventory of OHPTC-aided buildings.
Table 10: Project Completion Schedule and Share of Projects

Percentage
Complete

2009
14%

2010
18.5%

2011
23.1%

2012
2013
2014
29.63% 13.89% NA

2015
>1%

Economic Activity from Residential Development
Parts of some of development included residential use of space. The economic
activity from increased residential use is entirely based to changes in regional household
consumption. As noted earlier, while some projects have been completed, others are
either in construction or in the planning phases. In this case, actual and detailed data on
income levels of any existing or future residents are not available. It was therefore
necessary to estimate potential resident incomes using Median Household Income (HHI)
by major county within the region. Given the potential range of housing types, from
subsidized to higher-end and market-based residential, this appeared to be a reasonably
conservative approach and value. The values for each county modeled are in Table 11.
To estimate total income for each project, the reported total residential square
footage was divided by 1,200 square feet to estimate the number of units being
developed. The number of units was then multiplied by the appropriate HHI for the
county to estimate change in regional consumption. The actual size of the residence and
associated square footage within each project was not available, so the value of 1200 FT
2
per unit was applied across the state and within the model as an average. Note that it is
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expected that some properties such as market-based and higher-end development could
be larger, while some properties such as subsidized housing could be smaller in total
square footage.
Table 11: Median Household Incomes by County in 2010
Cuyahoga County:
Summit County:
Mahoning County:
Stark County:
Lucas County:
Allen County:
Erie County:
Franklin County:
Montgomery County:
Champaign County:
Miami County:
Hamilton County:
Butler County:
Guernsey County:

$43,145
$47,776
$38,997
$44,999
$42,696
$43,433
$46,403
$49,041
$43,815
$49,335
$51,827
$48,363
$54,334
$37,193

Economic Activity from Hotel Development
As with the Residential component, total rooms on each site and potential daily
rates were not available apriori. Again, similar to the Residential development,
assumptions were made about the size of hotel rooms as a function of gross leasable
area (GLA) and about room rates. First, and in conversation with Mark Lundine at
ODOD, an average rate of 1200 FT 2 was used to estimate the number of rooms within
each development. It was also recognized that not all of the square footage would be
devoted to room space utilization. For smaller hotels, 10,000 FT 2 was deducted from the
total and 20,000 FT 2 was deducted for larger development to account for onsite food
service and restaurant amenities. The 10,000 FT 2 includes a full-service restaurant with
bar, a restaurant without bar, and a sandwich shop. The revenue from these functions is
modeled separately.
Average daily rates for hotels by location were identified using Hotel.com and are
contained in Table 12. As with Residential estimates, total square footage (less food
service space) was divided by 1,200 FT 2 to estimate the total number of possible hotel
rooms within each development. To estimate total revenues, number of rooms was
multiplied by the local observed rate. To complete the equation, it was assumed that
these would have a daily occupancy rate of about 75% and would operate 365 days per
year.
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Two notes, first, the 1,200 FT 2 per room may be a little large, but is intended to
account as an average to include all GLA within the project, not just the room itself. Also
not modeled was any other amenities that may be onsite and be revenue generators,
such as a fitness centers and conference and banquet facilities.
Table 12: Average Daily Hotel Rates:
Cleveland:
Canton:
Columbus:
Cincinnati:

$
$
$
$

107
92
93
109

Economic Activity from Commercial Development
As with other space utilization among the OHPTC projects, final demand for and
use of commercial space is not fully determined. A cursory look at completed projects
suggests that most of the occupied space is held by firms in the Professional, Scientific,
and Technical Services (PS&T) sector (NAICS 54). This sector includes establishments
providing Legal, Accounting, Architectural and Engineering, Specialized Design,
Computer Systems Design, Consulting, Public Relations and Advertising, and Scientific
Research services. While most of the inputs for the analysis are based in dollars of
sales, Commercial uses are based in number of employees. This is due primarily to the
array of services and the difficulty identifying revenues and the potential mix of services.
REMI deals with PS&T as a single industry rather than as a series of sub-groups. Prior
experience has suggested that a typical firm in NAICS 54/PS&T uses about 250 FT 2 per
person. Therefore, to estimate the number of employees coming online in a year due to
completed development, square footage reported is divided by 250.
Economic Activity from Retail Uses
To estimate the economic activity from Retail development, it is necessary to create
a “straw man” type of development. Through a discussion and review process by the
project team, and with validation from ODOD, a group of potential personal services,
retail trade and food service types of activities were identified, and are listed in Table 13.
These uses combine to an aggregate of slightly less than 31,000 FT 2. It is
acknowledged that not all OHPTC-related development will contain all of these activities,
but it is believed that these activities will best reflect the likely population and tenant
serving mix of activities that will be demanded within these types of development.
Using Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers/The Score, 2006 from the Urban Land
Institute (ULI), data for average square footage as well as sales per square foot were
obtained for each type of establishment listed in Table 13. Revenues are multiplied by
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square feet to obtain revenues for each type of establishment. Establishment revenues
are then combined into a single set of revenue estimates for Personal Services, Retail
Trade and Food Services for use within the REMI model. Total regional retail space is
divided by the “straw man” square footage and a number of units are identified for each
region within the state. The units are then multiplied by the revenue assumptions and
used in REMI.
Table 13: Square Footage and Average Revenues by Type of Use
Average FT
Establishment

2

Estimated
2
Revenues per FT

Personal Services:
Dry Cleaners

1,600

$138

Retail:
Cosmetics
Mixed Apparel
Shoes
Athletic
Electronics
Books
Other Retail

1,500
4,900
2,300
3,800
2,500
3,800
2,800

$520
$280
$323
$340
$575
$236
$228

Food Services:
Specialty Food
Bakery
Donuts
Coffee Shop
Bagels
Carry-Out

2,300
800
600
900
2,200
900

$191
$523
$630
$406
$272
$585

Economic Activity from Hotel Food Services
As noted earlier, space within the Hotel sector was deducted from that sector and
allocated to Food Services, including restaurants with and without bar service, as well as
a sandwich shop. As with Retail, a straw man was developed that used ULI data (see
Table 14) to estimate total establishment revenues. These were combined into a single
Food Services set of revenues and applied to the REMI model.
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Table 14: Hotel Food Service Activities
2

Average FT
Establishment
Restaurant, without Bar
Restaurant, with Bar
Sandwich shop

Estimated
2
Revenues per FT

3,800
4,500
1,440

$232
$355
$293

Economic Activity from Institutional Services
There were parts of five projects that are defined at “Institutional” and are unable to
be modeled for this version of the report. These projects account for slightly less than
400,000 FT 2 or about 4% of the entire 9.8 million FT 2 when all projects are completed.
Where possible and appropriate, the other uses within each associated project are fully
modeled and accounted for, each Institutional use was very unique, and there are not
sufficient data to fully model the associated economic activities.

Operating Profiles
The project staff profiled six OHPTC-aided redevelopment projects to identify the
local economic benefits of the operation of the completed buildings. The building data
was run through the REMI Model to define the outcomes.
Ohio Historic Preservation Tax Credit Program Annual Reports contain the seven
principal end-use categories of the 111 OHPTC-aided redevelopment projects. These
end uses are consistent across the 38 completed (at the time of the analysis)
redevelopment projects. The project staff utilized these end uses in the development of
profiles detailing the fiscal impact of the operation of seven historic and redeveloped
buildings. The end uses include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential
Residential, Mixed Use
Residential w/Retail
Residential w/Commercial
Commercial Office
Hotel
Theater/Arts

The project staff contacted the owner/operators of the seven redeveloped
buildings to review the post-construction building operating data. The seven
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redeveloped buildings include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capitol Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
Fort Piqua Hotel, Piqua, Ohio
Parvis Lofts, Cincinnati, Ohio
Seneca Hotel, Columbus, Ohio
Shawnee Hotel, Springfield, Ohio
William Taylor, Son & Co. Department Store (668 Euclid), Cleveland, Ohio

Focus Group Methodology
The GLEFC utilized six focus groups across the state of Ohio to identify
perceptions of the impact of the Ohio Historic Preservation Tax Credit Program
(OHPTC) investments on the economy of each of the six regions utilized in the report
(see Appendix A). The relative newness of the OHPTC program, the varying initiation
date of Ohio’s real property reassessment cycles, and the time lag in updating the tax
duplicate with those reassessment values have limited the ability to measure the
performance of the investments in required alternative strategies in trying to measure the
full impact of the redevelopment investments.
In December 2010 and January 2011 (see Appendix C for the schedule and
locations of the focus groups), the GLEFC conducted focus groups in six regional
locations (see the map of project regions in Appendix A):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northeast Ohio: hosted in Cleveland
Northwest Ohio: hosted in Toledo
Central Ohio: hosted in Columbus
West Central Ohio: hosted in Piqua
Southeast Ohio: hosted in Cambridge
Southwest Ohio: hosted in Cincinnati

Heritage Ohio issued invitations to historic preservation advocates, architects and
planners, real estate development, and economic and community development
professionals from each of the six regions. The focus groups attracted 33 participants at
the six locations: Columbus 6, Cleveland 11, Cambridge 3, Piqua 7, Toledo 3, Cincinnati
3.
The focus group sessions utilized a six-question protocol (see Appendix B for the
focus group protocol) designed to elicit responses from the participants that help define
the secondary impacts of the OHPTC Program within their region. The focus group
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sessions were designed to be 90 minutes in duration. In each of the sessions, the focus
group facilitators elicited the participation of the invited members in each of the focus
group questions. The iterative aspect of the process builds on the full participation on
each of the questions of the focus group.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Map of Project Regions and Distribution of OHPTC
Funded Projects
Appendix B: Focus Group Questionnaire
Appendix C: Focus Group Schedule and Location
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APPENDIX A
MAP OF PROJECT REGIONS AND DISTRIBUTION OF OHPTC PROJECTS
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APPENDIX B
OHPTC IMPACT ANALYSIS FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

How has the OHPTC program impacted development/redevelopment
in your area?

2.

How did the OHPTC impact the individual project(s)? What is the end
use of the redeveloped properties?

3.

What changes, if any, have you witnessed in the surrounding area?
The neighborhood?

4.

What might have happened to the property or neighborhood in the
absence of the OHPTC being granted?

5.

Has the OHPTC had a catalytic effect on development in your area?
To what degree?

6.

Is there anything else you’d like to add?
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APPENDIX C
FOCUS GROUP SCHEDULE AND LOCATION
Columbus Region Focus Group
Thursday, December 16, 2010
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease law firm
52 E. Gay Street
Columbus, Ohio
Cleveland Region Focus Group
Monday, December 20, 2010
Maxine Goodman Levin College of Urban Affairs, Cleveland State University
1717 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Cambridge Region Focus Group
Tuesday, January 4, 2011
Guernsey County Building
627 Wheeling Avenue
Cambridge, Ohio
Piqua Region Focus Group
Tuesday, January 11, 2011
Fort Piqua Building
116 E. Main Street
Piqua, Ohio
Toledo Region Focus Group
Tuesday, January 11, 2011
Martin and Wood Appraisal
43 South St. Clair
Toledo, Ohio
Cincinnati Region Focus Group
Thursday, January 13, 2011
3CDC
Kroger Building
1014 Vine Street, Suite 1420
Cincinnati, Ohio
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